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Physical Review Letters is celebrating its 60th anniversary. Over the years, PRL has become truly 
global, and the Japanese physics community has contributed many noteworthy papers. 

This special symposium celebrates PRL’s 還暦 and pays tribute to papers published by Japanese 
physicists. The selected talks reflect the diversity and quality of the physics PRL publishes. We 
hope you will enjoy them and come celebrate with us!

Program:
13:30-14:00 Robert Garisto (Editor, Physical Review Letters)

60 years of PRL: Looking back and forward

14:00-14:25 Shoji Torii (Waseda University) 
The Calorimetric Electron Telescope (CALET) Experiment on the International 
Space Station

14:25-14:50 Tom Melia (Kavli-IPMU, University of Tokyo)
Lovely phase space

14:50-15:15 Takahiro Kawabata (Osaka University) 
Nuclear experimental approach toward the nucleosynthesis in the universe

15:15-15:30 Break

15:30-15:55 Kyo Tsukada (ELPH, Tohoku University)
The SCRIT electron scattering facility: Toward the world’s first study of unstable 
nuclei by electron scattering

15:55-16:20 Masato Takita (ICRR, University of Tokyo)
Observation of high-energy cosmic rays with the Tibet air shower array 

16:20-16:45 Kenkichi Miyabayashi (Nara Women’s University) 
From CP violation to XYZ particles 

16:45-17:10 Atsuko Ichikawa (Kyoto University) 
Quest for CP violation in neutrino oscillation

APS/JPS Joint Symposium
celebrating the 60th anniversary of
Physical Review Letters

Japanese Physical Society Autumn Meeting  
at Shinshu University

September 15, 2018, from 13:30 to 17:10, room S10
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Physical Review 
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The American Physical Society 

• The Physical Review journals
• physics.aps.org: Viewpoints, Focus, Synopses 
• Media Outreach (e.g. Tip Sheet)
• Conferences 
• Prizes & Awards 
• Divisions, Topical Groups & Forums 
• Public Advocacy (e.g. Climate Change, Diversity)
• Education  
• Careers
• Global Cooperation (e.g. International Research 
Travel Award Program)



The Physical Review Family 

1893 

1913 
APS takes  

over Physical 
Review 

1958 
PRL 

1970 
PR splits into 

ABCD 

1998     PRST-PER 
2005     PRST-AB 
2008     Physics 
2011     PRX 
2014     PR Applied 

1993 

PR AB 
PR PER

2016 PR Fluids
2017 PR Materials



Sections:
General Physics: Statistical & Quantum Mechanics, Quantum Info 

Gravitation and Astrophysics  
Elementary Particles and Fields 

Nuclear Physics 
Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics 

Nonlinear Dynamics, Fluid Dynamics, Classical Optics 
Plasma and Beam Physics  

Condensed Matter: Structure 
Condensed Matter: Electronic Properties 

Polymer, Soft Matter, Biological, & Interdisciplinary Physics 



PRL Editors & Associate Editors: 13 full time, 8 part time



Physical Review Letters seeks an Assistant Editor
Physical Review Letters seeks a dynamic and personable member 
for its team of editors. The primary responsibility is to manage the 
peer review process and decide which papers meet PRL criteria 
and merit publication.


A PhD in physics or a closely related field and postdoctoral 
research experience are required. We have a preference for 
someone with experience in soft matter and quantum or classical 
statistical physics. An excellent command of written and spoken 
English is essential. We will train the new editor to develop 
needed editorial skills.
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Physical Review Letters 
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Physical Review Letters 
Referees Used for Published Articles
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2017
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Referee for us?
If 

• you have submitted at least 3 papers to our journals 

• at least 60% of them have been accepted 

• you think you would make a good referee 

then please send a message to prl@aps.org with your 
full name, ORCID ID if you have one, contact 
information, and a brief list of your areas of expertise. 

mailto:prl@aps.org


How PRL Works

end
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Congratulations, you’re in good company!
The Nobel Prize in Physics 2015

Takaaki Kajita

Arthur B. McDonald



Rai Weiss Barry Barish Kip Thorne

LIGO!

The Nobel Prize in Physics 2017



10 PHYSICS TODAY | AUGUST 2016

READERS’ FORUM

When scientists make a discovery,
they must choose how to disseminate it.
A big decision they must make is
whether to reveal the results before or
a!er peer review. Reveal before peer re-
view—sometimes even before the paper
is wri"en—and the community can use
the results right away, but there is an in-
creased risk that problems will be found
in a very public way. Reveal a!er peer re-
view, and the chance of such problems de-
creases, but there is more time for a com-
petitor to announce first or for rumors to
leak. At Physical Review Le!ers (PRL), where
I am an editor, we allow authors to choose
when they want to reveal their results.
The LIGO collaborators chose to wait.

Just before LIGO’s experimental run
began in September 2015, the team held
a vote on which journal they would pick
if they made a discovery. They picked
PRL. Five days a!er the vote, LIGO’s de-
tectors seemed to hear the universe sing
out for the first time. 

Had LIGO just confirmed a 100-year-
old prediction made by Einstein? Had
they discovered the first black hole bi-
nary? Had they opened a new era of
 astrophysics? With the stakes so high,
the collaborators wanted to keep their re-
sults secret while they determined if the
results were real. It was unfortunate that
some onlookers chose to publicize vague
rumors when the internal ve"ing had
just begun. 

By early December the collaboration
was convinced that the results were real,
and LIGO spokesperson Gabriela “Gaby”
González let me know that we would be
receiving a paper from the group in mid-
to late January. When she told me that
they had convincingly observed gravita-
tional waves, that it was not a test, and
that the source was the merger of two
huge black holes, my jaw dropped. 

Gaby stressed LIGO’s desire for strict
confidentiality, so for a month I told
only one other person in the world: my
fellow editor Abhishek Agarwal. By
mid-January we had to bring others 
into the loop to prepare for the paper’s
arrival, to review it, and eventually to
publish it. To avoid information slip-
ping out from a casual conversation or
a glance at a screen, we used the code
name “Big Paper.” (The code name for
the second LIGO, announced in June,
discovery was “Big Two.”) To the best of
my knowledge no information leaked
from us. Inside the LIGO team, for sim-

ilar reasons, the discovery was referred
to as “The Event.” 

Big Paper on The Event arrived at 
PRL on the evening of 21 January 2016,
and we immediately sent it out to experts
for anonymous peer review. The refer-
ees, like everyone involved, were sworn
to secrecy. Informed, unbiased advice is
central to picking which papers are pub-
lished and to improving those that are.
In this case it was clear that the paper
was important and interesting enough
for PRL. As expected, the reviews were
very favorable and conveyed the mes-
sage that the paper would be an inspira-
tion to physicists and astronomers alike.

As the time for the announcement
drew closer, the rumors increased. In one
case, a preprint was spo"ed on a printer,
then a physicist emailed his whole de-
partment about the results, one tweet
quoted the email, and a science reporter
based an entire story on that tweet. The
information was incomplete, though
 correct—except for the journal where the
paper would be published. That reporter
learned at the press conference that PRL
would publish the paper and sheepishly
congratulated me.

Meanwhile, we continued to protect
the information from leaking. My son,
who is a budding science reporter, texted
me a few days before the announcement,
asking if I’d seen the rumors. That led to
an awkward phone call—I still couldn’t
tell him about the discovery. When we

How gravitational waves went 
from a whisper to a shout

On 11 February 2016, the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-
Wave Observatory (LIGO) and its sister collaboration, Virgo,
 announced their earthshaking observation of  Albert Einstein’s

ripples in spacetime. LIGO had seen the death dance of a pair of
massive black holes. As the behemoths circled each other faster and
faster, the frequency and amplitude of the spacetime waves they
produced grew into a crescendo as the black holes became one.
Then the new doubly massive black hole began to ring so!er and
so!er like a quieting bell. The escalating chirp and ringdown is 
also a metaphor for public information flow about the discovery. 
It could have unfolded differently. 

Commentary

Letters and commentary are encouraged
and should be sent by email to 
ptletters@aip.org (using your surname
as the Subject line), or by standard mail
to Letters, PHYSICS TODAY, American
Center for Physics, One Physics Ellipse,
College Park, MD 20740-3842. Please

include your name, work affiliation, mailing address, email
address, and daytime phone number on your letter and 
attachments. You can also contact us  online at
http://contact.physicstoday.org. We reserve the right to
edit submissions.

CONTACT
PHYSICS
TODAY

 Reuse of AIP Publishing content is subject to the terms at: https://publishing.aip.org/authors/rights-and-permissions. Download to IP:  67.81.24.135 On: Sun, 31 Jul 2016
15:10:14



Nobel Prize Research Published in Physical Review Letters
Physics 2018: Optical tweezers (Ashkin) PRL 24 156 (1970), PRL 40 729 (1978), PRL 57 314 (1986)
Physics 2017: Direct observation of gravitational waves (Weiss, Thorne, Barish) PRL 116 061102 (2016); 116 241103 (2016); 118 221101 (2017)
Physics 2016: Topological phases of matter (Thouless, Haldane, Kosterlitz) PRL 39 1201 (1977); 49 405 (1982); 50 1153 (1983); 61 2015 (1988)
Physics 2015: Discovery of neutrino oscillations (Kajita, McDonald) PRL 81, 1562 (1998); PRL 87, 071301 (2001) & 89 011301 (2002)
Chemistry 2014: Super-resolved fluorescence microscopy (Moerner; Betzig & Hell) PRL 62, 2535 (1989)
Physics 2013: Gauge Symmetry Breaking (Englert & Higgs): PRL 13, 321 (1964), PRL 13, 508 (1964)

Physics 2012: Manipulation of Individual Quantum Systems (Haroche & Wineland): PRL 76 1796 (1996); PRL 76, 1800 (1996)
Chemistry 2011: Quasicrystals (Shechtman): PRL 53, 1951 (1984)

Physics 2008 pt1/2: Dynamical Symmetry Breaking (Nambu): PRL 4, 380 (1960); also Quark Mixing (Kobayashi & Maskawa)
Physics 2007: Giant Magnetoresistance (Fert & Grünberg): PRL 61, 2472 (1988), PRB B 39, 4828 (1989)

Chemistry 2007: Chemical Processes on Solid Surface (Ertl): PRL 54, 1725 (1985), PRL 65, 3013 (1990), PRL 93, 188302 (2004)
Physics 2005 pt1: Frequency Combs (Hall & Hänsch): PRL 84, 5102 (2000), PRL 84, 3232 (2000)

Physics 2005 pt2: Quantum Theory of Optical Coherence (Glauber): PRL 10, 84 (1963)

Physics 2004: Asymptotic Freedom (Gross, Wilczek & Politzer): PRL 30, 1343 (1973), PRL 30, 1346 (1973)

Physics 2003: Superfluid Theory (Leggett; Abrikosov & Ginzburg): PRL 29, 1227 (1972)

Physics 2002 pt1: Neutrinos from SN87A (Koshiba): PRL 58, 1490(&1494) (1987)

Physics 2002 pt2: Solar Neutrino Oscillations (Davis): PRL 20, 1205 (1968) (and PRL 20, 1209 (1968))

Physics 2002 pt3: Cosmic X-ray Sources (Giacconi):  PRL 9, 439 (1962)

Physics 2001: Bose-Einstein Condensation (Ketterle, Wieman & Cornell): PRL 75, 3969 (1995), PRL 77, 420 (1996)

Chemistry 2000: Conducting Polymers (Heeger, MacDiarmid, Shirakawa): PRL 39, 1098 (1977) 
Physics 1998: Fractional Charged Excitations & Quantum Hall Effect (Störmer&Tsui, Laughlin): PRL 48, 1559 (1982), PRL 50, 1395 (1983)

Physics 1997: Laser Cooling (Chu, Phillips, Cohen-Tannoudji): PRL 55, 48 (1985), PRL 61, 169 (1988), PRL 61, 826 (1988)

Physics 1996: Superfluid Helium-3 (Osheroff, Richardson & Lee): PRL 28, 885 (1972), PRL 29, 920 (1972) 

Physics 1995: Tau Lepton (Perl); Neutrino (Reines): PRL 35, 1489 (1975), PR 117 159 (1960)

Physics 1990: Discovery of Quarks (Taylor, Friedman & Kendall): PRL 23, 930 (1969), PRL 23, 935 (1969) 
Physics 1988: Muon Neutrino (Lederman, Schwartz & Steinberger): PRL 9, 36 (1962) 
Physics 1986pt1/2: Scanning Tunneling Microscope (Binnig & Rohrer): PRL 49, 57 (1982); also Electron Microscope (Ruska)

Physics 1985: Quantum Hall Effect (von Klitzing): PRL 45, 494 (1980)

Physics 1982: Renormalization Group (Wilson): PRB 4, 3174&3184 (1971), PRL 28, 240&548 (1972)

Physics 1980: CP violation (Cronin & Fitch): PRL 13, 138 (1964)

Physics 1979: Electroweak Theory (Weinberg; Glashow & Salam) : PRL 19, 1264 (1967)

Physics 1976: Discovery of J/ψ particle (Ting/Richter): PRL 33, 1404 (1974), PRL 33, 1406 (1974)

Physics 1973: Electron Tunneling between Superconductors (Giaever;  Esaki & Josephson): PRL 5, 147 (1960), PRL 5, 464 (1960)
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PRL Criteria
All physics journals require papers to be 

• valid 
• novel 
• in accordance with ethical standards 
• supported by sufficient evidence and argumentation 
• clearly written for the readership of the journal 

PRLs must also meet our criteria of 

Impact, Innovation and Interest

⇒Papers that are Likely to Substantially Advance Research



Editorial: Review Changes
In a recent editorial, we discussed the need to enforce the acceptance criteria of Physical Review Letters more rigorously, and our intention to engage in an 
ongoing conversation with the physics community to determine the best way forward.


Recently a committee of senior and early career scientists from all major areas of physics spent two days at the Ridge Editorial Offices for in-depth discussions 
about the role and evolution of PRL. They provided us with a series of recommendations for all aspects of the journal. Most importantly, they endorsed the main 
point of our recent editorial. The committee affirmed that the present situation, with continued growth in both submissions and published Letters, is 
unsustainable. In particular, the committee indicated that the number of PRL submissions that undergo the full review process must decrease.


In the coming weeks we will respond with some important changes in the way papers are submitted and reviewed.


We will ask both authors and referees to address more explicitly than in the past how the paper (i) substantially advances a particular field; or (ii) opens a 
significant new area of research; or (iii) solves a critical outstanding problem, or makes a significant step toward solving such a problem; or (iv) is of great general 
interest, based, for example, on scientific aesthetics.


Authors will be required to submit a brief plain-language argument to support why their paper meets the PRL criteria in a new box on the manuscript submission 
server. Editors and any referees may use this text as an aid in reaching an editorial decision.


As always, we encourage authors to submit a very short summary of their paper for the nonspecialist reader. In the near future, we will offer a new feature: some 
of these summaries will be selected for publication along with the associated Letter.


We make an initial evaluation of all papers we receive. Eight years ago we greatly increased the fraction of papers we reject without external anonymous review—
papers we judge are not suited for PRL under the presumption that the work is technically valid. The committee has asked us to significantly increase the fraction 
of such papers. We will accomplish this by soliciting more informal advice, including from our Divisional Associate Editors, though the volume of submissions 
precludes doing this for all cases. We are confident that a stronger emphasis on this approach will both significantly refocus the unique place of PRL in the APS 
publication landscape, and also more rapidly clarify for authors the status of their submissions.


Finally, we will soon implement a new option for authors suggested by the committee. There will be a place on the manuscript server for authors to provide us 
with contact information, for instance, to an institutional press office to which notification can be made if a Letter is accepted for publication.


The committee made additional recommendations about other aspects of PRL, which include issues that range from how Letters are presented and accessed to 
how we editors may deepen our contact with the community of authors and reviewers. We will discuss and/or announce these as they come about, but for now 
we aim at the most important first step to make PRL both a better and more sustainable journal.


Pierre Meystre 
Editor


Published 29 October 2013 
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.180001  
PACS numbers: 01.30.Ww

October 2013

http://journals.aps.org/prl/edannounce/PhysRevLett.111.100002
http://journals.aps.org/authors/publicity-outreach-instructions-authors
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.180001
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We will ask both authors and referees to address more explicitly than in the 
past how the paper 


(i) substantially advances a particular field; or 


(ii) opens a significant new area of research; or 


(iii)solves a critical outstanding problem, or makes a significant step 
toward solving such a problem; or 


(iv) is of great general interest, based, for example, on scientific aesthetics.


Authors will be required to submit a brief plain-language argument to 
support why their paper meets the PRL criteria… 


We make an initial evaluation of all papers we receive. Eight years ago we 
greatly increased the fraction of papers we reject without external 
anonymous review—papers we judge are not suited for PRL under the 
presumption that the work is technically valid. The committee has asked us 
to significantly increase the fraction of such papers.

http://journals.aps.org/prl/edannounce/PhysRevLett.111.100002
http://journals.aps.org/authors/publicity-outreach-instructions-authors
http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.180001
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Title: Be clear & specific. Do not claim too much or too little. 

Abstract: Explain what the result is and why is important, 
plus possibly a sentence or two of introduction, motivation, 
methods, caveats. What is the take-home story? 

Justification: Explain what the result is and why is 
important, particularly arguing how the paper will move 
physics forward.  Like the abstract, but shorter and with a 
focus on WHY not HOW.  

Intro: Give sufficient background so the general reader can 
understand what you did and why you did it. Lay out the 
structure of the paper.

How to Write a PRL

[ ]



Body: Try to be clear, e.g. use heuristic explanations.  But 
making a strong case for the result takes precedence. You 
can submit Supplemental Material or, better, an 
accompanying longer paper. 

Conclusion: Summarize what you did, note key equations 
and specific results.  If there is a main numerical result, 
quote it there.  Then go back and make sure the abstract  
contains the most important results.  Say what’s next. 

References: Cite background work, work that led to yours, 
particularly anything which might bear on the novelty of 
your work.  Not too many of your own papers.  Not too many 
review articles. References do not count towards length.

How to Write a PRL



Highlighting Papers

end







. . .



Vehicles for Highlighting PRLs
Editorsʼ Suggestions:      Letters which are judged to be 
quite important, interesting, and well written. Placard with 
blurb. Fraction of Letters: 16%   of Receipts: 3.5%
Physics Synopses:  Results which are judged to be very 
important. Short piece written by an editor or science 
writer. Fraction of Letters: 4%  of Receipts: 1%

Physics Viewpoints:  Results which are judged likely to 
be very  influential.  Long piece written by an expert in the 
field.  Fraction of Letters: 2.5%  of Receipts: 0.5%

(Physics Focus: Interesting results, about 1/week.) end



Path to Suggestions & Physics

Handling 
Editor

Viewpoint

Other PRL 
Editors

Physics 
Editors

3.5% 0.5%22%

end



end
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Impact Factor is a  
Journal Metric

However much you value the Impact Factor as a 
metric for journals, please do not use it to measure 

the worth of papers.

end



(of APS News, Nov. 2014) 

end
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end



Total Citations



Total Citations 
to PRL

• High citation rate

• Many Letters/year

• Papers cited for a long time

⇒ 2017 PRL total citations: 
433,000 times!

There are 525,600 minutes/yr,
so a PRL is cited more than 
once every 80 seconds!

More physics citations than any other journal.

80 seconds

end



PRL



Altmetrics



Publication 
Enhancements

end





PhySH 
(Physics Subject Headings)

• Keyword-based hierarchical classification scheme 

• Has replaced PACS—need to enter on all submissions (2-6 keywords please) 

• Used for internally: helps assign editor & referees 

• Appears on wrapper (abstract) page 

• Will allow easier topical searches across journals

Thermodynamics
 • Interface & surface thermodynamics 
 • Nonequilibrium & irreversible thermodynamics 

 ◦ Entropy production 
 • Quantum thermodynamics 
 • Thermodynamics of computation 
 • Thermodynamics of mixing



physh.aps.org!











Open Access
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Open Access?

• Vetting papers costs money.

• Paid either by authors, readers, or third party.

• We want information to be as freely available as 
possible under the constraint that it allows us to 
stay in business.



Open Access?
• Subscriptions for journals with preprints on 

the arXiv: the best of both worlds.

• Hybrid Gold Open Access: All our journals 
allow authors to make their papers Open 
Access (Creative Commons) for a fee.

• Some content free: physics.aps.org,  papers 
getting a Viewpoint, Milestone papers.

• All Open Access Journal: PRX. Authors must 
pay for their papers to be published.

• CHORUS: Author final resubmission Open 
Access after 1 year.

• Started in 2018: SCOAP3!



This is a human-readable summary of (and not a substitute for) the license.

Under the following terms:

Notices:

Creative Commons License
Deed
Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0)

You are free to:
Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format

Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material

for any purpose, even commercially.

The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms.

Attribution — You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and
indicate if changes were made. You may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any
way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.

No additional restrictions — You may not apply legal terms or technological measures
that legally restrict others from doing anything the license permits.

You do not have to comply with the license for elements of the material in the public
domain or where your use is permitted by an applicable exception or limitation.

No warranties are given. The license may not give you all of the permissions necessary
for your intended use. For example, other rights such as publicity, privacy, or moral
rights may limit how you use the material.



Open Access?
• Subscriptions for journals with preprints on 

the arXiv: the best of both worlds.

• Hybrid Gold Open Access: All our journals 
allow authors to make their papers Open 
Access (Creative Commons) for a fee.

• Some content free: physics.aps.org,  papers 
getting a Viewpoint, Milestone papers.

• All Open Access Journal: PRX. Authors must 
pay for their papers to be published.

• CHORUS: Author final resubmission Open 
Access after 1 year.
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APS joins SCOAP3

• Agreement reached with CERN a last year. 

• Began in 2018. 

• All hep papers in PRL, PRC and PRD will be open 
access at no cost to the author. 

• Paid for by the SCOAP3 consortium.
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